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EXTENDED ABSTRACT

1 Introduction

Many mechanical problems are adequately represented by models composed by different elements such as particles, rigid and
deformable bodies. A common feature of many of them is the presence of joints that limit or couple the motion of the different
parts of the system. A proper representation of these joints in the model is essential in order to obtain an accurate solution, usually
through specialized numerical schemes.

One category of such schemes is the so-called geometric integrators, designed to provide numerical solutions that exactly inherit
basic features of the underlying time-continuous model. Some of these schemes, in the context of the dynamics of Hamiltonian
systems, are the Energy-Momentum (EM) methods, that are second-order schemes that preserve the total energy in conservative
mechanical problems and possible symmetries associated with the conservation of linear and angular momenta.

The concept of discrete derivative [1, 2] plays a central role in the systematic design of a EM method. Interestingly, its particular
expression is not unique and accordingly several formulations have been proposed in the literature for our systems of interest.
Nevertheless, not all of them reveal suitable for the EM formulation of completely general constraints and potential forces.
Surprisingly, this fact seems to have been overlooked by many authors, and constitutes the main motivation of the developments
presented here. The main result is that just one of the reviewed discrete derivatives generally complies with the requirements of
a EM method, while the others do so only in particular cases.

2 Time-continuous model: energy conservation and symmetries

Let us consider a system B composed by N particles with masses mi, i = 1, ..,N, moving in the three-dimensional Euclidean
space. The motion of this system at time t ∈ [0,T ] is described by the vectors q(t),p(t) ∈ R3N that collects the cartesian inertial
coordinates of their position and momentum vectors ri(t),pi(t) = miṙi; i = 1, ..,N. What is more, lets us assume that there are no
external forces and that the motion of the system is constrained by a general holonomic constraint function Φ : R3N× [0,T ]→ R,
such that Φ(q, t) = 0. The equations of motion are given by the index-3 DAE system:

q̇ = M−1p (1)

ṗ =−DqΦ
T

λ (2)
0 = Φ(q, t) (3)

M being the mass matrix (diagonal), vector DqΦ = ∂Φ/∂q and λ ∈ R a Lagrange multiplier.

It is easy to prove that the energy of the system is constant provided the constraint does not depend explicitly on time (i.e., it is a
scleronomous constraint). Using (2) and taking into account that in this case Φ̇ = DqΦ q̇ = DqΦM−1p = 0:

E =
1
2

pTM−1p (4)

Ė = pTM−1ṗ =−λpTM−1DqΦ
T = 0 (5)

On the other hand, Noether’s theorem states that a mechanical system has a conservation law for each symmetry of its evolution
equations [6]. In our system, these symmetries may be translational and rotational, and the corresponding conserved magnitudes
would be the linear and angular momenta in O, defined respectively as:

L =
N

∑
i=1

pi = 1p , J =
N

∑
i=1

ri×pi = rp (6)

1 and r being the following 3×3N matrices:

1 = (1 | 1 | ... | 1) , r = (r̂1 | r̂2 | ... | r̂N) (7)



1 being the identity 3× 3 matrix and r̂i denoting the 3× 3 skew-symmetric matrix associated to vector ri. Differentiating (6),
taking into account (2) and the fact that ṙp = 000, we obtain:

L̇ = 1ṗ =−λ1DqΦ
T , J̇ = rṗ =−λrDqΦ

T (8)

Equations (8) reveal the orthogonality conditions to be met by a constraint to conserve the linear and angular momenta:

1DqΦ
T = 0 , rDqΦ

T = 0 (9)

3 EM formulation. Discrete energy conservation and symmetries

We consider next the continuous problem given by (1)-(3) for the particular case of an holonomic and scleronomous constraint
Φ(q) = 0, which is energy-conserving as justified in the previous section. Accordingly, in what follows we will drop the sub-
script q in the derivative DqΦ in order to simplify the notation, becoming DΦ. The proposed EM formulation is described by
the following second-order (in positions) time-stepping scheme, which at first glance can be interpreted as a modified implicit
midpoint rule:

qn+1−qn =
∆t
2

M−1(pn +pn+1) (10)

pn+1−pn =−∆tλn+1DΦ
T (11)

Φn+1 = 0 (12)

qn and pn being the approximated values of q and p at tn ∈ [0,T ] respectively, Φn = Φ(qn) and ∆t = tn+1− tn. The term D(·),
different from the standard continuous derivative denoted by D(·), is the discrete derivative operator. It can be shown that discrete
energy conservation is obtained if condition:

DΦ (qn+1−qn) = Φn+1−Φn (13)

is satisfied If the system has symmetries introduced by the action of a Lie group G (in our case translations and/or proper rotations
in R3), discrete conservation of symmetries is achieved if the following conditions are satisfied:

1DG
Φ

T = 0 , rn+ 1
2
DG

Φ
T = 0 (14)

4 Discrete derivatives

In this section we will discuss some particular expressions proposed in the literature over the years for the type of problems at
hand, typically multibody systems: A) Scaled midpoint gradient [3]; B) Collocation gradient [4]; C) Corrected midpoint gradient
[1, 2]; D) Partitioned discrete derivative [1, 2].

5 Conclusions

The use of a discrete derivative concept allows the systematic design of EM schemes, and several different formulas have been
proposed in the literature over the years, all of them energy conserving. After a careful analysis only one of them, the scaled
midpoint gradient [3], appears to comply with the requirements to produce a true EM scheme, at least for systems with finite-
dimensional and linear configuration spaces. Interestingly, this formula was one of the first proposed and was reported as having
some problems mainly related with the energy conservation These problems can be overcome with a splitting technique, which is
automatically applied when implementing the scheme with a finite-element approach, as done in the numerical experiments. The
results of these experiments suggest that the scaled midpoint gradient could be indeed an optimal choice for defining stable and
accurate EM schemes for solving the dynamics of constrained systems, such as those typically arising in multibody dynamics.
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